
1   Watch the VDO and fill in the blanks.     Pre A1 Unit 4.1 & 4.2

Part1 

Dan:  Where are my robots? Do you know, John?

John: What color are they? 

Dan:  The small ______ is red and white. 

  The big one is ______ and ______. 

John: They’re in the toy box over there. 

Dan:  Oh here they are! Thanks, 

  John. Do you see my ball too? It isn’t here, in the toy box. 

John: What is it like? 

Dan:  It’s black and white. It’s made of plastic. 

John: Is it on the ______ shelf in your room? 

Dan:  No, it isn’t on the toy shelf. I don’t see it there. 

  Only the ______ and the ______ are on the shelf.

4 Where is the ball?



Part 2

John: Look in the ______ room. Maybe it’s there. 

Dan:  No, it isn’t here. Where is it!? 

Mom: Daniel! What a mess! What do you do? 

Dan:  Mum. Do you see my ball?

Mom: It’s in the living ______.

Dan:  No, it isn’t there. 

Mom: Yes, it is. It’s ______ the table. 

Dan:  Oh ______ it is. Thank you, Mum.

Mom: Yeah, tidy up the rooms right now!

Dan:  Okay, Mom…



1.  หุน่ยนตท์ีแ่ดนหาอยูท่ีไ่หน

     a. They are in the toy box.     

     b. They are on the toy shelf.

     c. They are in his room. 

2.  ลูกบอลของแดนทำาจากอะไร 

     a. Metal 

     b. Plastic

     c. Wood 

3.  ของเลน่ชิน้ใดอยูบ่นชัน้ของเลน่ในหอ้งแดน 
     a. The ball 

     b. The robots  

     c. The plane and train

4.  จอหน์บอกใหแ้ดนลองหาลกูบอลทีไ่หน 

     a. The  bedroom 

     b. The living room.

     c. The bathroom 

5.  ลกูบอลอยูท่ีไ่หน 

     a. At the table in the living room 

     b. Under the table in the living room 

     c. On the table at the living room

6.  แมข่องแดนพดูวา่อยา่งไรเมือ่เหน็วา่บา้นรกมาก

     a. What a mess! 

     b. Where is it!

     c. Here they are! 

3   Watch the VDO and fill in the blanks.       Pre A1 Unit 4.3

2   Watch the VDO and answer.     Pre A1 Unit 4.1 & 4.2

    Hi, everyone. Please help me find my 
______. I don’t know where it is. My plane is 
not big. It is red and blue. It is ______ wood. 
Where is it? It isn’t on my toy shelf. It isn’t in 
my ______. Where is my plane!? Oh, it is 
here. It is on the floor, under the table. 

 Hi. Our favorite toy is this board 
game. The board is ______ and it has 
two red ______. We do rock-scis-
sors-paper, and take turns to play it. 
We use these small people to walk on the 
______. Where are you now, Fred? 
It’s your turn! 



1.  The boy wants to _______.

     a. draw a plane 

     b. fly his plane 

     c. find his plane 

  

2.  Is the boy’s plane big? 

     a. No, it isn’t.

     b. Yes, it is.

     c. Yes, is it.

3.  What color is the plane?

     a. Red and blue

     b. Blue and white

     c. Red and white

4.  What is the plane made of?

     a. It is made of wood.

     b. It is made of plastic.

     c. It is made of metal. 

5.  Where is the plane? 

     a. It’s on the chair. 

     b. It’s in the cupboard.

     c. It’s under the table.

     

4   Watch the VDO and answer.       Pre A1 Unit 4.3

6.  What’s the girl favorite toy? 

     a. a toy plane 

     b. a video game 

     c. a board game 

7.  What shape is the board?

     a. Rectangular

     b. Square

     c. Circle  

8.  How many dice are there?

     a. Two

     b. One

     c. Three 

9.  They take ______ to play it.

     a. times

     b. turns

     c. sides

10. What do they use to walk on board?

     a. Small people

     b. Small rocks

     c. Their fingers 



1.  The ball _______ the red box. 

2.  The plane _______  the table.  

 

3.  The robots _______ the table.  

4.  The trains _______ the toy box. 

5   Complete these sentences using verb to be and preposition.       
              Pre A1 Unit 4.4

5.  The dolls _______ the bed.  

 

6.  The doll _______ the floor.  

 

7.  Emily _______ her room.   

8.  The books _______ the chair.  



7   Choose the correct answer.
1.  A: What ____ the robots made of?
     B: Metal. 
     a. is     
     b. am 
     c. are

2.  The boxes _______ plastic.
     a. made of 
     b. are made of 
     c. be made of

3.  _______ a police car.
     a. There are
     b. Here 
     c. Here is

4.  _______ two girls.
     a. Here is
     b. There are
     c. There is

5.  It isn’t here, in the________.
     a. table 
     b. chair 
     c. cupboard 

6.  All my toys are in the box under 
     the _____.
     a. floor.
     b. table
     c. room

7.  It’s____ the living room, ______ 
     the table. 
     a. on, in 
     b. in, under  
     c. under, on 

8.  They are ____ the floor, ______  
     the chair. 
     a. in, on
     b. on, under
     c. under, on

9.  The doll is ____ the floor.
     a. in 
     b. on 
     c. under 

10.  The train and the car are ____ in 
     my room.
     a. in 
     b. on 
     c. at 

11.  Dirty = _______.
     a. Tidy 
     b. Mess
     c. Clean 

12.  Tidy up = _______.
     a. Clean
     b. Mess up
     c. Stand up



8   Vocabulary.      Pre A1 Unit 4.5

          WOOD                    METAL               PLASTIC

            FABRIC                  BALL                  ROBOT

         PLANE                     DOLL                    CAR

             TRAIN                TEDDY               CUPBOARD

          SHELF                  FLOOR                       BOX


